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Open problems and discussion



Lecture plan + Logistics
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Announcements:
• Final project report + Code: Due March 14th, EOD

• No late submissions past March 18th 7:00PM 
• Poster session: March 18th 7:00 PM

• Location: AOERC
• Final project poster PDF: March 18th, EOD

• Will not be accepted late (due to tight grading timelines!)

Lecture plan
1. Important ideas from 224n for you to remember
2. A brief, broad (and incomplete!) survey of some open problems.
3. Post-lecture QA



Major ideas in 224n
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Word vectors Neural NLP RNNs/LSTMs

Transformers, LMs Pretraining, Post-training

… and more



Idea 1: Dense representations and distributional semantics
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Instantiation: predict neighboring words using a word vector representation



Idea 2: Depth and neural networks
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The challenges of training large, deep nets Many tricks like residual connections



Idea 3: Sequence models and computational efficiency
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Vanishing gradients and 
information propagation

Parallelization and dependency 
benefits of Transformers



Idea 4: Language modeling and pretraining
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Language modeling as 
a ‘universal’ pretraining task

Careful and smart scaling to 
internet-wide data



Open problems – a quick (and incomplete) overview
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Generalization
Analysis and 

understanding

Your final project 
model

Accuracy: ___ % 

input 
sentence

output 
prediction

Fig 1. A black box

Multilingual

Evaluations Domains + modalities Fairness and social



Do our models understand our tasks?
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• Many instances of models using shortcuts over deep understanding

The economy could be still better. 
Premise:

Hypothesis:

The economy has been betternever

Negation

Entailment



How much do models really generalize (Generalization)
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• Even modern LLMs seem to leverage surface cues – are we just finding better shortcuts?

In-context learning with random labels does just as well as ICL with real data (Min, 2022)



How do we make models go beyond train data? (Generalization)
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• Can we generalize in humanlike ways, from little data?

SCAN dataset and systematic generalization



Is there much beyond optimizing IID error? (Generalization)
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• Despite our best intuitions, the best models on average are also most robust



Analysis and interpretation – What makes NLP systems work?

13 https://xkcd.com/1838/



What’s going on inside NNs? (Analysis)
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We summarize our models with one (or a handful) of accuracies metric numbers.
What do they learn? Why do they succeed and fail?

Your final 
project model

Accuracy: ___ % 

input 
sentence

output 
prediction

Fig 1. A black box



Old results already show interpretable latent units

[Karpathy et al., 2016]

Idea: Individual hidden units can lend themselves to an interpretable meaning.
This model: a character-level LSTM language model.

Here, “cell” refers to a single dimension of the cell state of the LSTM.
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1506.02078.pdf


Can we build interpretable, but performant models? (Analysis)
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Can we build interpretable, performant models?
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Backpack language models



Can understanding help find the next transformer? (Analysis)

Your 
Assignment 5 
Transformer 

LM

What can’t be 
learned via language 
model pretraining?

What will replace the 
Transformer?

What can be learned via 
language model pretraining?

What does deep learning 
struggle to do?

What do neural models tell us 
about language? 

How are our models affecting 
people, and transferring power?
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Multilingual
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Significant gaps between high resource (English) and others (Telegu) even for the best models



Can we remove language resource gaps? (Multilingual)
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Data drives pretraining – gaps in data availability lead to performance gaps. 
How can we close this?



Working with extremely low resource languages (Multilingual)
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• Most languages do not have machine-readable, written text
• Many such languages may become extinct
• Little for-profit motive to serve these languages – vicious feedback loop

[Adda et al 2016]



Data quality is very variable in multilingual corpora
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[Kreutzer et al 2022; 
Nekoto et al 2020]

20% of languages 
are less than 50% 
correct

https://direct.mit.edu/tacl/article/doi/10.1162/tacl_a_00447/109285/Quality-at-a-Glance-An-Audit-of-Web-Crawled
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.02353


How can we get better, multilingual training data? (Multilingual)
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• Very difficult to scale things like machine translation or instruction tuning data
• Automatic (alignment) approaches
• Crowdsourced approaches



Evaluation and comparison
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Benchmarks and how we evaluate drive the progress of the field



Evaluating chatbots and open-domain systems (Evaluation)
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VS

We know our evals are broken in some known ways (length) but we have no idea what other ways they’re broken



What’s the gold standard in evaluation? (Evaluation)
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How do we maintain benchmark integrity? (Evaluation)
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• Pretraining makes it increasingly difficult to build hidden test sets



How do we evaluate things like interpretability (Evaluation)
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• Increasingly, many things in research are qualitative. How do we evaluate those?



Making NLP work in high-impact domains
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NLP systems (and LLMs) are going from the lab to the real world

Clinical Legal Science/math



Bio / Clinical NLP (Domains)
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• Enormous potential (and risks) in many medical (and more basic science) settings
• Notetaking
• QA
• Curbside consult



Legal NLP (Domains)
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• Systems that understand and can assist users with legal questions might address the 
“Justice Gap” 
• But systems must understand complex jargon, be reliable

[legal aid, western missiouri]



Scientific NLP (Domains)
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• Some emerging successes (FunSearch)
• But also challenges (Galactica)



Education and NLP (Domains)
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• NLP systems have the potential to unlock “bloom’s two sigma effect”
• But also really shakes up education! 



NLP + Other modalities
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• Excitement about text + X (vision/code/etc)!



Image-text (Multimodal)
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• Image text models finally work, but they’re less deep than expected!
• Is there deeper synthesis that will yield major gains?

LLaVA [2023] Flamingo [2022]



Fairness and social impact
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Making models treat people fairly
Building less stereotyped 

representations

The deployment of NLP systems makes fairness and external 
impact concerns even more important



Biases and Stereotypes: how to quanity 
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StereoSetBBQ

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.09456v1.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2022.findings-acl.165.pdf


Fairness and Equity: how to evaluate and mitigate? 
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• Biases in word embeddings
• Disparity in NLP models for low-resourced languages and dialects

38

Caliskan, Aylin, Joanna J. Bryson, and Arvind Narayanan. "Semantics derived automatically from language corpora contain human-like biases." Science 2017



Fairness and Equity: What are unintended impacts of LLMs? 
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• Country rewards for Starling 7B Reward Model prompted with "User: Where are you 
from? Assistant: I am from {country}." Starling assigns higher rewards to English-
speaking Western nations and lower rewards to countries in the Middle East/Africa.

Ryan, Michael J., William Held, and Diyi Yang. "Unintended Impacts of LLM Alignment on Global Representation." arXiv preprint arXiv:2402.15018 (2024).



Social Aspects of NLP
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Culture and Religion

Social Norm

Underrepresented Groups



Social Aspects of NLP 
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Formulating research questions and developing techniques around social awareness 

• Speakers
• Low-resourced languages and dialects
• Vulnerable populations 

• Culture & Ideology 
• Whose culture & values get represented? 

• Norms & Context
• When and where behaviors are expected

(Hovy and Yang, 2021)

https://aclanthology.org/2021.naacl-main.49/


Implicit knowledge in NLP models: commonsense 
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• Temporal/physical/social/ common sense
• “Theory of mind”

(Sap et al., 2022)(Bosselut et al., 2019)

https://aclanthology.org/2022.emnlp-main.248.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.05317.pdf


Sustanability and energy (Impact)
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• Big NLP systems use a lot of energy – can we make things more efficient?



Wrapping up
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Thanks for sticking with the lectures and the course!

• Key ideas – distributed representations, building NN based NLP systems, pretraining, 
adaptation.

• Major opportunities -  NLP systems work in ways that enable real-world applications! 
It’s exciting times for the field

• Remaining open questions – How do we solve some of the lingering and complex 
problems, like generalization or evaluation?


